
 

                                  Letter of introduction for sponsors 

 

 

 

Hello,  

We are Jenni and Mehgan, two regular Adelaide mums who enjoy all life has to offer us…maybe 

even more than most people because we understand the fragility of life. We are friends but we’re 

also linked because we’ve both been personally touched by breast cancer. Mehgans’ dear Mum 

has fought (and won) the disease twice, and after a diagnosis at 41 Jenni has just come out the 

other side of 12 months of treatment for aggressive breast cancer. 

When you are given the gift of knowing how fragile life is it would be a shame not to give back, 

and that’s what we do. Jenni and her family competed in the ‘Mother’s Day Classic’ this year to 

raise funds for breast cancer research even though Jenni was nearing the end of 6 months of 

gruelling chemo. Last October Mehgan held the first ‘Swap For A Cause’ fundraiser night in 

honour of her dear Mum and her friend (Jenni) who had just endured a mastectomy. The night 

was a raging success, filled with fun, fashion and funds being raised for breast cancer. 

This year Jenni’s out of treatment and together we are both driven to do it all again…bigger and 

better. To do this we need YOUR help…we’re asking you to dig deep…we’re asking you for 

donations that we can offer our guests for raffles and prizes. Funds raised from our clothes swap 

event ‘Swap For A Cause’ and the raffling of your donations will all go directly to the ‘Breast 

Cancer Network Australia’. BCNA does an incredible job supporting women diagnosed with 

breast cancer by providing them with ‘My Journey’ packs; a comprehensive information kit, 

monthly ‘The Beacon’ newsletters and ‘My Care Kits’ prosthesis packs for women who undergo 

breast surgery. They are also involved with forums, and advocate for women and their needs on 

a national level. 

Our ‘Swap For A Cause’ event will be held on October 19th 2013 and we are anticipating a large 

crowd…exciting isn’t it?  Jenni is happy to publish sponsors names on her Facebook blog and of 

course on the night we will individually acknowledge all sponsors. If you can donate goods or 

vouchers or would like any more information about our event please feel free to contact us. 

Light and love, 

Jenni and Mehgan. 

Jenni Eyles 0422 373 781 jenni10@optusnet.com.au 

Mehgan Horsnell 0421 210 221 
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